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Listening effort

• Benefits
– Less fatigue

• Preference for a program
– Noise reduction (Sarampalis et al, 

2009)



Listening effort

How to quantify?

•Subjective methods

•Objective methods
– Pupil dilation
– Dual-task paradigm



Methods
As a first step
•Normal–hearing participants
•Simulated cochlear implant speech 
perception



Methods

TAART

KAART

Dual task
•Primary task: Intelligibility
•Secondary (Visual decision-making) task:

– Rhyme-judgment task (linguistic)
– Mental rotation task (non-linguistic)
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Conclusions

• Listening effort: Prolonged response 
times on secondary task

• ‘Information degradation hypothesis’
– Interpreting degraded sensory input may 

require an increased allocation of 
cognitive resources, leaving less 
resources available for other cognitive 
tasks at hand (Lindenberger & Baltes, 
1994).



Conclusions

• Practically: 
– Further benefit in listening effort after 

intelligibility plateaus

• Extra benefits not captured with 
traditional speech tests used in the 
clinic

• Better fitting possible
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